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FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) for 9th-12th graders
FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) for 7th-12th graders
FIRST Lego League Challenge (FLL-C) for 4th-8th graders
FIRST Lego League Explorer (FLL-E) for 1st-4th graders

Fremont High Robotics strives for success in the pursuit of excellence in engineering,
business, leadership, and community service. Through our participation in the FIRST
Robotics program, students learn proper engineering techniques while enhancing their
leadership and decision-making skills. Students are inspired by and introduced to
opportunities in STEAM fields that they otherwise may not have been exposed to. This year,
the team has placed a deeper emphasis on business, marketing, content creation, and
outreach, allowing team members to cultivate skills on the non-technical side of the
spectrum. In addition, the team members arrange and participate in quarterly social
responsibility activities.

With 69 active and highly dedicated high school team members, as well as the tremendous
support of 14 adult mentors,  Fremont High Robotics is one of the largest and most active
student organizations on the Fremont High School campus. The team relies on its five core
values—We Not Me, Debate and Collaborate, Act with Integrity, Be Courageous, and Deliver
Results—in all aspects of team interactions and activities.

The Fremont High Robotics Team is a student-run, student-driven organization. The team
focuses on several core goals: science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
education, leadership development, financial management, media development, and
community outreach. The team participates in FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of
Science and Technology), where students design, build and test new robots each year with
guidance through professional adult mentorship. FIRST is an organization that aims to
teach students about science and engineering through their programs for various age
levels:

The Fremont High Robotics Team supports participation in all levels of competition: 1 FRC
team (The Firebots), 3 FTC teams (The Sparkbots, Infernobots, and Emberbots), 5+ FLL-C
teams, and 1 FLL-E team.

MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to inspire youth to become the nation’s next STEAM leaders. We create a
safe and supportive environment for students to develop their skills. Through hands-on
experiences, lectures, demonstrations, and much more, we enable students of all
socioeconomic backgrounds to develop engineering, technology, and business skills that
inspire innovation.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



Leadership Development begins with elections in May and continues throughout the
year. Students engage in a Training Season (July through December) consisting of
hands-on building challenges, supplemented by workshops taught by experienced
mentors and senior students. These workshops include technical skill development in
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, software development, safety, game
strategy, business, PR, and media. 

During Build Season (August through December for FLL and FTC competitions; January
through April for FRC competition), the team develops a robot, game strategy, and
media presence in preparation for competition.

During Competition Season (November through February for FLL and FTC; March
through April for FRC), students demonstrate their robots at various regional and
sometimes national competitions, along with projects and other aspects of the skills
they have gained through participation. Team members who wish to participate in
Competition Season must have been active during the Training and Build Seasons. 

Throughout the year, we participate in Outreach to promote STEAM in the community.
The team hosts local competitions, including an annual FLL qualifier tournament since
2018 (including during the COVID-19 pandemic) and the Cal games Off-Season FRC
tournament every 3 to 4 years. Team members also participate in several community
events, providing robot demonstrations at local schools, libraries, and companies to
spark an interest in science and technology in young minds. Last season, we hosted 10
outreach events, and we intend to have even more this season, though virtual rather
than in-person as a result of COVID-19. Additionally, with a focus on social
responsibility the team has: raised >$10,000 toward building an accessible playground
in our community, made & donated masks >200 masks to community groups during
COVID, and raised $3,125 for CA fire relief.

The size of each team enables each and every student to become specialized in areas of
their choosing, leading to meaningful contributions by everyone. Ultimately, individuals
come together to form one organization, Fremont High Robotics. We pride ourselves on
being a group that fosters teamwork and collaboration skills, through time spent closely
working with teammates to create not only an impressive robot but a welcoming team
environment. Through a mentor-led, unbiased tryout process, we are able to ensure that
only students with the most passion, dedication, and potential to grow are selected.

The team uses a year-round approach to ensure that team members receive all of the
education they deserve, while also fulfilling the mission of FIRST.

Disclaimer: During the summer, the Fremont High Robotics organization stayed active in
hosting training workshops and virtual outreach events in the community. The entire
timeline has been offset by 2-3 months due to the COVID-19 Pandemic.



We have worked hard in recent years to expand our diversity and have made significant
strides to promote equality.  >30% of the team is female, and ⅓ of our leadership positions
are held by girls. Fremont High Robotics is a highly diverse environment. This year,
approximately 68% of the team members identify as Asian or Asian-American, 7% as
Hispanic, 13% as Caucasian, and the other 12% as all other ethnicities. In order for all
students in our socioeconomically diverse school to have better access to all that the team
has to offer, we do not charge a participation fee. Therefore, as a non-profit organization,
the Fremont High Robotics Team relies on corporate donations, community donations, and
grants for financial and mentorship support.

While the COVID-19 pandemic has caused an inconvenience for our team, we still are
striving to expand our knowledge of robotics, and spread it to others while helping the
community. When our school shut down in March, our team initiated a drive to produce
homemade masks, and we donated them to a local hospital. In order to develop our skills,
each technical subteam held virtual meetings each week during quarantine and the
summer.

For example, the design and the manufacturing subteams learned Onshape and CAD
techniques. They explored robots from previous years and discussed mechanisms that
they could implement on our robot. Furthermore, they prototyped mechanisms including a
tennis ball shooter and frisbee intake system with just cardboard and drills. The software
subteam worked on new technologies including limelight and motion profiling. Additionally,
they debugged code to improve communication between the robot and the driver. The
electrical subteam researched other teams’ robots and discussed potential designs for an
electrical board. The Business and Marketing (BaM) subteam hosted four webinars to
spread knowledge about the team and involve the community.

To continue supporting elementary and middle school students, although we weren’t able
to run our 100% success-rate annual in-person bootcamp, the FLL alumni came together to
create the 8-member FLL Support team. The team created playlists for general videos,
Robot Design & Strategy, EV3 Programming, and Project to give students a crash course
training on FIRST Lego League (www.tinyurl.com/fremonthighroboticschannel). We have
hosted several Q&A sessions and are continuing to support teams remotely.

Additionally, in order to provide more structure to the BaM subteam, we created new
leadership positions including the Media, FLL, and Events lead positions, involving more
students along the way. Furthermore, we created a new FTC team in order to give more
students the opportunity to learn robotics. Due to COVID-19, many organizations have shut
down in-person and online events, which reduced the number of outreach events we can
host. However, we are planning to organize an outreach campaign to the best of our
abilities in these conditions. Despite the difficulties of this pandemic, we strive to continue
learning, educating our community, and following FIRST values.

COVID-19 IMPACT



FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) for 9th-12th graders
FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) for 7th-12th graders
FIRST Lego League Challenge (FLL-C) for 4th-8th graders
FIRST Lego League Explorer (FLL-E) for 1st-4th graders

FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) is a non-profit
organization dedicated to introducing students to prospective careers in science and
technology. FIRST’s mission is “to show students of every age that science, technology, and
problem-solving are not only fun and rewarding but are proven paths to successful careers
and a bright future for us all.” Founded by Dean Kamen in 1990, the organization has
brought millions of students into the realm of robotics over the past two decades.

FIRST runs multiple programs, including:

For more information about FIRST, visit www.usfirst.org.

FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC)
The Fremont High School Firebots participate in the FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC), an
annual competition in which high school students build and program robots that perform
set tasks against other opponents. After the annual challenge is released on kickoff day in
January, teams have between 6-9 weeks to build a robot to solve a particular set of
challenges on an approximately 26x54ft game field to earn points. During the competition,
teams compete in alliances of 3 teams of each in a 3v3 match format. This robot not only
meets the stated requirements, but performs and competes effectively against robots built
by other high schools. Students pour their heart and soul into the robot across 4 different
technical subteams—Mechanical Design, Manufacturing, Electrical, and Software, which are
integrated towards the end of build season.

Aside from the technical side of FRC, our team also puts an incredible amount of time and
effort into the business and media aspect of robotics. Relations within the FIRST
community, our school, and on a global scale, as well as designing and producing the
content we share with the world via social media and our website are just a few of the many
responsibilities of non-technical members. To name some additional places our members
put hard work into, organizing outreach events in the community, responsibly managing
finances, and writing ranging from a newsletter to grants still does not cover the wide range
of experience our members are gaining. These skills will give them experience in
networking and marketing that will provide them with skills to use in their future careers, as
well as enable the team as a whole to extend our reach in teaching the worldwide
community about STEM.

ABOUT FIRST



FRC Teams are expected to build excellent robots, raise their own funds, and help introduce
their local community to the world of robotics. Through participation in the FIRST Robotics
Competition, students enhance their critical thinking skills and apply the mathematics and
engineering skills they have learned in school to real-world situations.

For more information about FRC, visit https://www.firstinspires.org/robotics/frc

FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC)
The Fremont High School Robotics also participates in the FIRST Tech Challenge, an annual
competition in which high school students build and program robots to compete on a
11x11ft field that perform set tasks against other robots from different schools. After the
annual competition is released in September, teams have 4 months to effectively build and
design a robot that will compete against other teams on a 11 X 11ft field. During the
competition, teams participate in an alliance of 2 teams in a 2 vs 2 format. The robot not
only has to meet standard requirements, but also has to compete effectively against other
teams. FTC students spend a lot of dedication toward 4 areas of interest: software,
mechanical manufacturing, mechanical design, and Business and Marketing.

The students also spend a lot of time helping our community and take pride in teaching the
community about STEM. Each FTC team schedules different outreach events to enlighten
the community about STEM, leadership, finance, media, and marketing.

For more information about FTC, visit https://www.firstinspires.org/robotics/ftc



The Firebots started in 2010 as a robotics team of 10 people at Fremont High School in
Sunnyvale, initially called “the Grinders.” The team began participating in FIRST Robotics
Competitions (FRC) in 2011, and has attended at least 2 regional competitions each year
since. The team has seen a substantial upward trend of growth, growing to a size of 131
active members in 2018 and a complete transformation of STEAM interest at Fremont High
School. The team has also participated in the Championships twice since 2011 (most
recently in the 2017-2018 season).

Since 2015, the Firebots have founded multiple FIRST Lego League (FLL) teams with
middle school students such as Cupertino Middle School and Don Callejon Elementary
School. These middle and elementary school students are tasked with designing, building,
and programming a competition robot each year using LEGO Mindstorms. FLL students
also conceptualize and perform research projects related to the year’s FIRST theme. The
Firebots’ high school members mentors not only help the middle schoolers and guide them
through their game challenge each year but they also inspire the young innovative minds. 

Since 2016, the Firebots has founded and coached FIRST Lego League Jr (FLL Jr) teams
with elementary school students from Don Callejon Elementary. These elementary students
are tasked with designing a motorized Lego model and completing a research project and
presentation related to the theme of the year.

In 2019, we have extended to founding two First Tech Challenge (FTC) teams with high
school students from Fremont High School. These high school students are challenged to
design, build, program, and operate robots to compete in a head-to-head challenge in an
alliance format. They both competed in two competitions in the fall season of 2019.
Establishing these teams created a path for students to grow through FIRST robotics,
proceeding from FTC to FRC. In addition, our team organized a record number of outreach
events (10 events) to broaden our spread of FIRST values.

In 2020, we created an FLL video series to aid and encourage the FLL teams we support.
We also expanded our FTC program by establishing a third team, the Emberbots, due to
wild success from having two teams participate the year prior. We’ve expanded the size of
our Business and Marketing team, including Media Lead and Events Lead, and have
updated our recruitment process to reflect the diversity of fields that we promote, allowing
students from more fields to apply their passion.

TEAM HISTORY



To ensure that the team runs smoothly and efficiently, the Firebots are organized into
subteams that are managed by a Student Leadership Council. Subteams are categorized
into technical and non-technical. Since the establishment of 3 FTC teams at Fremont High
Robotics, we have recruited members to specialize in either technical, non-technical, or in
some cases, both areas!

Our team runs efficiently because our FTC and FRC teams teach students the importance
of STEAM and robotics skills. The 3 FTC teams not only help prepare students for
competitive robotics, but also provide more hands-on opportunities. Moreover, FTC helps
students explore, develop a deep understanding, and learn skills of the various sub-teams:
Design, Manufacturing, Electrical, Software, and Business and Marketing. The three FTC
teams are also introduced to the importance of outreach and educating our community
about STEM.

If FTC students excel in their respective subteams or demonstrate the ability to collaborate
in larger teams with more specializations, then these students are invited to join the FRC
team. This is very important because it ensures that students already have prior knowledge
about robotics, STEM, and outreach before joining the more competitive FRC.

The FRC team then furthers teaches students certain skills that are fundamental in
robotics. There are 4 technical sub teams that often collaborate with each other to ensure
that the process runs smoothly and efficiently. The non-technical team, Business and
Marketing, is responsible for the team’s finances, outreach events, and FLL teams. The
BaM team works hard to enlighten the community about STEM. This team structure allows
students to specialize in a certain subteam, while also giving them the flexibility to
participate in different types of projects. Moreover, it promotes easy and efficient
communication.

TEAM STRUCTURE



The President, VPs, and Leads are elected by fellow teammates selected through a ranked
voting process. Candidates must give a 2 minute speech or video followed by participating
in a Q&A session during elections. In the case of a tie (or near tie), mentors decide the
winner of the election. Mentors also reserve the right to overturn student vote in extreme
circumstances.

President
Project management, Strategy, and overall team organization
Zaki Loldj, 12th Grade

Non-Technical (Organization-Wide) Subteam
Business and Marketing: Raise money through grants, create a team budget plan,
maintain team imagery/branding, coordinate outreach events, and cultivate the
FIRST community within the local community
VP: Manan Bhargava, 12th Grade

Media Lead: Develop and organize imagery for the team by reaching out to our
community through digital platforms. Also Creates our team’s logo.
Chloe Lau, 11th Grade

Events Lead: Plans and organizes events including community outreach.     Eesha
Ghanta, 10th GradeFLL Lead: Organize mentor sessions for the 5+ FLL teams learn
about STEM, finance, and leadership skills
Taran Kondamaru, 10th Grade

FRC Technical Subteams
Mechanical Design: Design the mechanisms for the robot, plans the design phrases
for the robot as well as ensuring high-quality CAD designs for the robot.
VP: Adam Vaughan, 12th Grade

Manufacturing: Build mechanisms for the robot, makes sure that everybody has
proper usage of tools, manages the production of field elements, and will make sure
the team delivers the working robot that performs its task well.
VP: Kavin Sureshbabu, 12th Grade

CURRENT LEADERSHIP



Meet with all leads to ensure the team is functioning as best as it possibly can
Assist the student President in running a large team
Organize technical education for members within the team
Recruit mentors and manage legal responsibilities

The lead mentors are expected to:

FTC Leads

Head Mentors
Sohini Stone
David Dobervitch

Software: Draft/write code for the robot while ensuring that all members are
practicing the same coding practices, and deliver reliable software that enhances our
robot.
VP: Dwijen Chawra, 11th Grade

Electrical: Design/build the electrical board for the robot, conducting
electromechanical systems - motors and sensors - with both mechanical and
software, and will deliver reliable electrical systems and clean wiring that will
enhance the robot
VP: Yusuf Jarada, 12th Grade

Coordinate projects within their subteam
Meet with other leads to coordinate robot and team activities
Manage conflicts within their subteam
Organize technical education for members within their subteam
Ensure everyone is following safe practices

All leads are expected to:

This structure ensures that the team runs efficiently while still remaining student-run.

Team 16532 (Sparkbots): Project management and team 16532 organization
VP: Juan Pedraza Arellano, 12th Grade

Team 16533 (Infernobots): Project management and team 16533 organization
VP: Tanvi Panse, 10th Grade

Team 18223 (Emberbots): Project management and team 18223 organization    
VP: Oindree Chatterjee, 10th Grade

Head Mentor Expectations

Leads Expectations



We Not Me
Team over individual

Frequently ask the question “How will this help or affect the team?”
Listen well to what the team needs, then each does all we can to meet those needs
Seek and respect input from others, consider all ideas
Be inclusive
Delegate to share responsibility and positive experiences
Promote team spirit and an overall positive culture
When taking credit, use the “we” pronoun

Community Engagement
Seek to find ways to help others succeed through STEM
Do not focus solely on becoming successful as an individual

Debate and collaborate to seek the creative, unique, and best ideas
Be relentlessly curious
Act with good intent and trust that your peers do the same
Debate ideas, not people
Agree on why 
Have confidence, not attitude
Focus open communication to foster trust and encouragement
Actively seek alternatives and criticisms from others to improve your work
Embrace humor and humility. It’s ok to have your opinion changed.

Debate and Collaborate

CORE VALUES



Deliver Results
Commit to excellence, never settle for average
Prioritize, communicate, act, learn...repeat
DOing means infinitely more than just SAYing you will do something
Hold yourself and others accountable
Support each other
Do your best

Do the right thing, especially when it isn’t convenient to do so
Operate with a bias towards openness
Be direct
Be professional
Focus on long-term; repair and move forward
Remind and support each other in maintaining these values

Act with Integrity

Imagine what excellence can be and strive for it in yourself, in our team, and in
everything we produce
Question actions that are inconsistent with our values, even when it is not what others
want to hear
Be candid, with kindness
Take smart risks
Learn from failure

Be Courageous



One of the core responsibilities of our team is outreach, which is represented by the team
having a dedicated Outreach Events throughout the year. Team members participate in
various community events and fundraisers at schools, libraries, and companies through
robot demonstrations and short presentations, in order to foster an interest in science and
technology in young minds. Example events in the past year include participating in the
Sunnyvale Downtown Business Expo, Sunnyvale Heritage Museum Anniversary Celebration,
Stocklmeir Elementary School Panda Picnic, the Sunnyvale Rotary Club, and more.

Overview

Developed a weeklong robotics camp curriculum for middle school students, and
taught multiple STEAM camp sessions with local summer camp, CampX
Co-hosted CalGames (an offseason competition for FRC teams in California) in October
2013 and October 2016 in partnership with the Western Region Robotics Forum.
Hosted two FLL Qualifiers in November of 2018 and November of 2019, and plan to
host a tournament for the 2020-21 season.

In addition to attending outreach events, the team has also hosted/coordinated a number
of events:

During the COVID-19 Pandemic, the team has engaged in hosting a multitude of online
outreach events which include robotics-related lessons, interactive activities, games, and
demonstrations.

Hosting Events

Promoted and hosted Bike-a-thon fundraiser campaign: Raised $3125 for the victims
who lost their homes from the California Wildfire season
Sewed and created over 60 masks to be donated to local hospitals

Our team has dedicated ourselves to hosting or supporting at least 2 large events or
fundraisers for our commitment to bettering our community. In 2020, we have:

Social Responsibility Efforts

OUTREACH



2020 Chairman’s Award Applicant
2018 World Championship Competitor 
2018 Arizona North Regional Quarterfinalist
2016 Central Valley Regional Spirit Award
2015 World Championship Attendee
2015 Ventura Regional Industrial Safety Award Finalist
2015 Ventura Regional Alliance Captain
2015 Ventura Regional Quarterfinalist
2015 Central Valley Regional Industrial Safety Award Finalist
2015 Central Valley Regional Alliance Captain
2015 Central Valley Regional Quarterfinalist
2014 Central Valley Regional Spirit Award
2014 Central Valley Regional Semifinalist
2013 CalGames Quarterfinalist
2013 Central Valley Regional No. 1 Seed
2013 Central Valley Regional Judges' Award
2013 Central Valley Regional Finalist
2013 Central Valley Regional Alliance Captain
2012 Central Valley Regional Semifinalist
2011 Silicon Valley Regional Inventor Award Finalist
2011 Silicon Valley Regional Highest Rookie Seed

ACHIEVEMENTS

FIRST Robotics Competition

The following is a list of the many awards and honors teams in our organization have
acquired over our 10-year history, including those we've started and mentored:

Rookie team in 2020 (Team 18223)
Alliance Captain - Daly City (Team 16532)
Rookie teams in 2019 (Teams 16532, 16533)

FIRST Tech Challenge

2019 Best Project Award (Team 44882)
2019 Regional participants (Team 44882)
2019 Global Innovations Award - NASA Qualifier Event (Team 44882)
2019 Project Award - NASA Qualifier Event (Team 44882)
2019 Global Innovations Award - Peninsula Qualifier Event (Team 16155)
2018 Core Values Award - Peninsula Qualifier Event (Team 16154)
2017 Core Values Award - Peninsula Qualifier Event (Team 16154)
2016 Regional participants (Team 16154)
2016 Championship Award - Peninsula Qualifier Event (Team 16154)
2016 Global Innovations Award - Peninsula Qualifier Event (Team 16154)
2016 Core Values Award - Peninsula Qualifier Event (Team 16155)
2015 Core Values Award - Peninsula Qualifier Event (Team 16154) 

FIRST Lego League Challenge

FIRST Lego League Explore (formerly FLL Junior)
2019 Artistic Eye Recognition - Playing@Learning Expo (Team 7755)



SPONSORSHIP LEVELS



TEAM BUDGET
Fiscal year: July 2020 - June 2021

Estimated Total: $39,125


